TCSS 450 Group Assignment Survey

Question 1.
What is your programming skill level?
If you only did projects or homeworks assigned in the previous courses, then choose "Average".
If you program outside of the courses, attend hackathons, etc. then choose "Above Average".
If you already programmed in Mobile platforms and have industry experience, then choose "Excellent".
If your programming skills are weak but you are willing to work hard, then choose "Will work hard".

Required.
- Average
- Above Average
- Excellent
- Will work hard
- Other: [ ]

Question 2.
What is your skill level with Git?
Average - I have used it in previous courses and am confident in its usage.
Above Average - I use it outside of courses to code with groups.
Excellent - I am excellent at resolving conflicts and can teach others.
Will learn - I will work hard to learn.

Required.
- Average
- Above Average
- Excellent
- Will learn
- Other: [ ]

Question 3.
This course requires that you develop an Android app with the skills taught in the course. Some ideas will be provided in the first two weeks.

Do you have an idea for an app that you want to develop in this class? If yes, please explain what your idea is. This is to help me with group assignments. Otherwise, enter no.

https://catalyst.uw.edu/webq/preview/?solstice_selected_button=btn_549717a52281d3966bc3af830e727581_0&sol_button_data_btn_549717a52281d3966bc3af830e727581_0
Question 4.
Is there anyone in class that you would like to work with? (No promises)

Question 5.
Is there anyone in class that you wouldn't like to work with?

Question 6.
What are your expectations for this course?

Question 7.
Which days and times are you available to meet with group members? Indicate availability outside of classes, the more the merrier.

Example: M-F, 2 - 6 PM

Question 8.
Which city do you live in?
**Question 9.**

What other courses are you taking this quarter?

Required.

Questions or Comments?  
Contact Menaka Abraham at mmuppa@uwashington.edu